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Differentiation of the asteroid Ceres as revealed
by its shape
P. C. Thomas1, J. Wm. Parker2, L. A. McFadden3, C. T. Russell4, S. A. Stern2, M. V. Sykes5 & E. F. Young2

The accretion of bodies in the asteroid belt was halted nearly
4.6 billion years ago by the gravitational influence of the newly
formed giant planet Jupiter. The asteroid belt therefore preserves a
record of both this earliest epoch of Solar System formation and
variation of conditions within the solar nebula. Spectral features
in reflected sunlight indicate that some asteroids have experienced
sufficient thermal evolution to differentiate into layered structures1. The second most massive asteroid—4 Vesta—has differentiated to a crust, mantle and core2,3. 1 Ceres, the largest and
most massive asteroid, has in contrast been presumed to be
homogeneous, in part because of its low density, low albedo
and relatively featureless visible reflectance spectrum, similar to
carbonaceous meteorites that have suffered minimal thermal
processing4. Here we show that Ceres has a shape and smoothness
indicative of a gravitationally relaxed object. Its shape is significantly less flattened than that expected for a homogeneous object,
but is consistent with a central mass concentration indicative of
differentiation. Possible interior configurations include water-icerich mantles over a rocky core.
We obtained Hubble Space Telescope (HST) observations during
nine orbits in December 2003 and January 2004 using the High
Resolution Channel (HRC) of the Advanced Camera for Surveys
(ACS)5. Six consecutive HSTorbits were used to provide full coverage
of Ceres’ 9.075-h rotation period (Fig. 1), and three additional orbits
separated by 1208 in rotational phase were used to obtain higher
spatial resolution by making small offsets (dithering) of the telescope
between exposures. The data were processed through the standard
HST pipeline, followed by processing with software using standard
HRC functions to remove geometric distortion.
Limb profiles were measured for 217 images using techniques that
locate sharp contrast boundaries to ,0.1 pixel (ref. 6). We find that
the shape of Ceres is rotationally symmetric to the limit of measurement accuracy (Fig. 2a, b), and is well described by an oblate spheroid
of axes a ¼ 487.3 ^ 1.8 km and b ¼ 454.7 ^ 1.6 km (1j). Individual
limb profiles are well fitted by ellipses: combining data for all 217
limbs, the root mean square radial error is 0.16 pixels, or ,4.8 km
(Fig. 2c).
Because the equatorial axes are the same within ,2 km, and mean
residuals to ellipses fitted to the limbs are ,5 km, we conclude that
Ceres is a relaxed object; that is, its shape is determined by hydrostatic
equilibrium. A globally relaxed object can still have topography, such
as craters, because relaxation timescales are inversely proportional to
the wavelength of the topography7. The limb topography from our
data are smoothed over the 30-km pixel size, and we would probably
not detect topography ,60 km across. Occultation data8, which
effectively sample at points, have average residuals of about 5 km,
with maximum topography about 10 km. Such relief is consistent
with our data.

If water ice is important in the rheology of Ceres’ near-surface
region, relief in large impact basins on icy satellites is our best
practical guide to how much relief there should be on Ceres. Because
larger craters are relatively more shallow than small ones, even craters
over 200 km across have depths of less than 10 km (ref. 9). As an
example, there are excellent limb profile data on the 400-km crater
Odysseus on Saturn’s moon Tethys (mean radius of 535 km) that
show maximum relief of about 8 km (ref. 9); smoothed to 30 km
spacing, this would show ,5 km relief. Such relief on Ceres is
difficult to detect by current means, and might be reduced by the
slightly higher expected temperatures compared to Tethys. Thus, if
ice is involved in the rheology of Ceres, it could retain a substantial
crater record without affecting the basic relaxed shape. For comparison, Vesta, which is clearly a differentiated object with a basaltic crust,
does not fit an equilibrium form10,11, either in the match of overall
dimensions to an equilibrium form (10 km variations), or in the limb
topography (up to 20 km of relief10). Given the similar gravity on the
two objects (,25 cm s22), the difference in shapes probably reflects

Figure 1 | Rotation of a bright spot on Ceres. Advanced Camera for Surveys
(ACS) images of Ceres, showing rotation of a bright spot. The images are
strongly contrast-enhanced to emphasize the feature; actual contrasts on the
surface are only a few percent. The illuminated limb is the left side, centred
178 up from horizontal. The limb ellipse fits, combined with tracking of the
bright spot visible in 51 images covering 938 of rotation, allow us to find a
spin vector of right ascension (RA) 2918 and declination (dec.) 598. The
uncertainty of ,58 clarifies ambiguities among previous measurements28,29.
This spin pole means that Ceres has an obliquity of only ,38, which is
consistent with previous interpretation, but reduces the uncertainty.
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different rheologies, with Ceres unable to sustain as much topography as Vesta. Smaller asteroids for which there are good shape data
are irregular in form, and expectations of equilibrium forms among
many asteroids have not been met12. Thus, Ceres is as yet the only
known relaxed asteroid.
The difference between the long and short axes of an equilibrium
spheroid is directly proportional to the square of the rotation rate, is
inversely proportional to the mean density13,14, and is affected by the
distribution of mass. Thus, the shape may be used to investigate
global internal properties. Based on the maximum and minimum
values of recent measurements of Ceres’ mass of ð9:47 ^ 0:05Þ £
1020 kg and (9.35 ^ 0.08) £ 1020 kg (refs 11, 15), we use an average
mass of (9.395 ^ 0.125) £ 1020 kg. With our mean radius of
476.2 ^ 1.7 km (1j, calculated from each observed long and short
axis), this mass corresponds to a density of 2,077 ^ 36 kg m23. This
density falls within the range of bulk densities for Murchison-like
(CM) carbonaceous chondrites16, but is larger than the density of
1,300 kg m23 of the C-type asteroid Mathilde17, whose low density is
attributed to interior voids. Porosity is not expected to be globally
important for Ceres, as the central pressure of a body such as
Mathilde is reached within ,300 m of the surface of Ceres.

Figure 2 | The shape of Ceres. a, Short (polar) and long (equatorial)
projected axes of Ceres plotted versus an arbitrary reference viewing
longitude. The pixel scale of 0.025 arcsec in the geometrically corrected
images is about 30 km per pixel at the geocentric distance of Ceres
(,1.65 AU) during the observations. The low solar phase angles of 5.48–7.58
allow use of both the limb and terminator positions, but induce radius errors
between the terminator and ideal body outline. Terminator portions of raw
profiles were corrected for predicted position dependent upon solar phase
and azimuth in the image. These corrections result in changes to fit radii of
1–2 km, which are ,0.03–0.06 pixels. The sub-observer latitudes on Ceres
were 20.48 to þ2.18 N. This equatorial viewing geometry means the
projected axes are essentially identical to the actual shape. Three filter bands
were used, centred at 535, 335 and 223 nm (ref. 30); averaged by filter, the fit
axes differ by less than 1 km. b, Difference between long (a) and short (c)
axes of Ceres as a function of arbitrary observer longitude. c, Smoothness of
limb of Ceres. Root mean square residuals of fits to ellipses are shown as a
function of observer longitude.

For a mean density of 2,077 kg m23, the equilibrium shape (a 2 c)
would be 39.7 km (ref. 14). Our value of a 2 c of 32.6 ^ 1.95 km
(1j) differs from this value by more than 3j. Thus, the observed
flattening is inconsistent with that expected for a homogenous
body14. The same test was previously applied to the occultation
data8 but used a higher mass, and thus obtained a result consistent
with a homogeneous Ceres. However, we must evaluate the possible
systematic errors to determine how relevant the formal uncertainties
are.
The primary contributor of error in the shape is any difference in
systematic errors in detecting the limb along the long and short axes.
Consistent errors in the same sense will not affect the shape solution,
only the mean radius. We estimate possible systematic errors in the
measurement of the long and short axes by comparison to past
experience6 with the limb-finding routine on sections of limbs that
include greatly different albedos and different scattering functions.
Large photometric variations cause systematic changes of individual
limb coordinates of almost always less than 0.3 pixels. If entirely
concentrated on one axis, this error would change the fitted semi-axis
by 0.15 pixels. Given that the photometric variation around the disk
of Ceres is small, and is not restricted to one projected axis, an
assumption of maximum possible errors in a 2 c of 0.15 pixels, or
4.5 km, is appropriately conservative, and can be regarded as a 3j
error.
The best check of the absolute dimensions of Ceres comes from
stellar occultation measurements8 . This work gave axes of
479.6 ^ 2.4 by 454.3 ^ 4.5 km if minimizing radial residuals, and
481.6 ^ 2.4 by 450.1 ^ 2.0 km (1j values) if minimizing the timing
errors. The two solutions give a 2 c values, 25.3 and 31.5 km, that are
less than our value of 32.6 km. The occultation observed only one
cross-section of Ceres, but because the HST data show that the long
axis varies by only a few kilometres around the body, the comparison

Figure 3 | Interior models of Ceres. Shape and density of Ceres compared to
Maclaurin spheroids. Shape is given as the difference between the equatorial,
a, and polar, c, radii. Solid curve is the expected shape as a function of density
for a relaxed homogeneous body with a rotation period of 9.075 h. Plotted
point is the average density of Ceres and the observed shape. Uncertainty in
the shape value is the standard deviation (1j) of all measures of a 2 c.
Occultation data8 suggest that a 2 c may be less than our nominal value.
Uncertainty in the density is the root sum square of the fractional mass and
volume uncertainties. Dashed lines give the equilibrium shape for a simple
core/mantle model of rock and water ice: core densities are 2,700, 3,400 and
3,700 kg m23, going from upper to lower dashed curves. For a homogeneous
object the size of Ceres, the numerical determination of shape a 2 c is
within 150 m of the theoretical value14, indicating the level to which the
model predicted shapes are accurate.
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is meaningful and shows a mean radius within 6 km of our value.
An a 2 c value smaller than that expected of a homogeneous
object indicates mass concentration towards the centre13. We would
expect a body of the size and solar distance of Ceres to be composed
principally of rock and water ice4. However, the mineralogy and
density of a non-ice component is not well constrained, and may
itself depend upon thermal history2,4. To construct a simple interior
model, we assume a range of core densities: one appropriate for the
grain density of primitive carbonaceous materials (2,700 kg m23),
and one that spans recent density measurements of Vesta11,15, 3,400
to 3,700 kg m23. For a particular mean density, and assuming a
water-ice mantle, a choice of the core density establishes the relative
core volume, and the equilibrium shape is determined by numerical
methods18 where gravitational potential is equal over the surface. A
rocky core and a water-ice mantle give a shape consistent with our
observations (Fig. 3). Assuming the densest core materials and the
nominal mean density of 2,077 kg m23, ice mantles are 110–124 km
thick and constitute 24–26% of the body mass. The lighter core
material requires a mantle thickness of 66 km and a 16% ice mass.
Even the minimum mantle thickness is greater than the likely
excavation depths of craters a few hundred kilometres across19.
An alternative interpretation of the shape would be that Ceres is
homogeneous and that its shape stabilized at a longer spin period,
,9.93 h, and has not relaxed after subsequent spin-up to its
present period of 9.075 h. Tidal interactions with other asteroids
are incapable of this spin-up, and impacts large enough to impart the
necessary angular momentum would leave obvious topography20,
given an assumption that the shape is ‘frozen.’
A water fraction of ,25% is reasonable for objects at this solar
distance21,22. However, predictions of how much water ends up in a
frozen ice mantle, an ocean, or hydrated silicate minerals are very
model dependent3. In any case, the surface of Ceres is dark and
devoid of spectral signatures of water ice, though bound water and
ammoniated silicates may be present23–25. Near-infrared observations
of Ceres indicate evidence of some aqueous alteration, at a temperature not exceeding 400 8C (ref. 26). The relaxed state, differentiated
structure, and the mean density strongly suggest water ice as the
primary mantle constituent. The difference between Ceres’ surface
and those of icy satellites of Jupiter and Saturn is not surprising, given
the much higher heating available at Ceres’ distance from the Sun,
which makes water ice unstable at the surface27. If water ice has been
at the surface of Ceres, it may currently be hidden just below a thin
residual layer of clay and dark carbonaceous materials. Our findings
indicate that the Dawn mission, which will orbit Ceres in 2015, will
find a globally relaxed and differentiated object, but which should
retain a visible cratering record, and possibly tectonic features similar
to those on some icy satellites.
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